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Having turned down from the 970 level two weeks ago, the Dow-Jones Industrial Average 

moved up last we~k in a new assault on thatlevel._The index.has now spent mosLoLJ9]2~_ __ _ ~ ..... __ _ "'" ___ .~"""",= __ ~""'_--' __ -- __ -"'""" _____ ._~ ~ _"""--------=---____ ~_ __ _ _ __ ~~ 'M---;' 

." in, rouglily,-the 900-970' range. 'Comparable ranges, with a slight upward bias, exist for the 
broader-based indices. Having gone on as long as they have, these ranges assume some 
significance. The bearish argument would have it that they are part of broadening top forma
tions,while the bullish contention would hold that they are bases preparatory to a new upward 
leg. As we have pOinted out, most indicies of market vitality support the former contention, 
but a decisive upside breakout at this stage pould, at least temporarily, lend support to the 
optimistic view. 

Last February in this space, we took the opportunity to examine in some detail the behavior 
of the margin speculator, focusing on the extraordinary rise in margin account debit balances 
that had taken place in December 1971 and January 1972. We suggested at that time that this 
rise, were it to continue, could have important implications for the character of the stock 
market. In the intervening six months, some of these implications have become manifest,and 
others have been notable by their absence. In any case, it is worthwhile at this stage to 
revisit our friend, the margin buyer, and examine some of the implications of his activity so 
far this year, 

To begin with, the heavy buying, initiated last December, has continued unabated. Debit 
balances have moved to a newall-time high, and at their July level of $7,66 billion, had 
increa s ed $2.75 billion from the November figure. This is an annual rate well in excess 
of $4 billion which, for comparative purposes, is approximately one-third greater than the 

~~e~rs.~1'I1~unS.~':'§lr:c inyes ted~by_thElLmutua1.fund.indus try ..i.Il,;.any~Z,..,month< period·. ~ ~ 
Put another way, the months December through April 1972 saw monthly percentage increases 

in debit balances ranging from 5.55% to 10%. Since 1954 there had been only four months in 
which the percentage increa se in margin debt exceeded the lowest of these figures. Yet in 
the present instance we were able to put five such months back to back. 

We think it no coincidence that the market bottomed on November 23, 1971, and the rise in 
debit balances began in the month of December. During the period, mutual funds were net 
sellers of stock,and buying from other identifiable sources was not significantly above normal 
levels. It is highly probable that margin buying constitued the single most important factor 
in the market rise durinq the first half of 1972. 

Yet there remain a number of curiosities. We said in February, "If the margin speculator 
does return .•• it will have important implications for the character of market leadership. His
torically, he has tended to prefer low-priced stocks to high-priced stocks, secondary issues 
to blue chips, and has shown a greater-than-average interest in the American Stock Exchange, .. 
,The margin speculator has,in fact, returned with a vengeance, but these historic preferences 
have, so far, totally failed to maniiEst themselves. American Stock Exchange volume has 
continued to lag, and secondary stocks generally have shown inferior action in comparison to 
the blue-chip dominated averages, which have been making new highs. Our present margin 
buyer is apparently a totally new breed. In a market coming more and more to be dominated 
by institutions, he has apparently realized that institutional-quality stocks are where the 

_ -"···action'is·and·has-shaped'nis~ptefereri·ces-accordfngly:- . -. - -.-- .• ':';::--<--

Another interesting sidelight to recent margin statistics is the number of open margin 
accounts. As of July, there were 725,000 such accounts, up only 75,000 from the November 
figure. This compares with 940,000 accounts open in February 1969, a figure which dropped 
off steadily through last fall. Quite obviously the margin buyers of 1972 are the survivors of 
the 1969-70 debacle who have simply regained the confidence to increase their borrowing under 
the stimulis of lowered minimum requirements, rather than new entrants to the market place. 

Whether these new entrants will arrive in the future, is, in itself, questionable Debit 
balances in July were approaching 1 % of total New York Stock Exchange market value, a level 
in the past associated with peaks. It is thus quite possible that we may have to wait some 
time before seeing the classical signs of speculative activity which we might otherwise expect 
at this stage of the market cycle. 
Dow-Jones Industrials .(12:00 p.m.) 969.07 
SSP (12:00 p.m.) 111.47 
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